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“And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up,
and lift your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh” - Luke 21:28

TERROR IN
BRUSSELS

Dozens killed in 4 Brussels
bombings in airport,
subway stations

March 22, 2016 -- Israel National
News reports: “The Zaventem airport
in Brussels was rocked by at least two
explosions early on Tuesday morning,
Reuters reports. The exact death toll in
the attacks is unclear at this time, with
estimates ranging from 13 according
to the BBC to 17 as reported by Russia
Today. An additional 35-40 people have
been wounded.
London-based Sky News has reported
that at least one of the explosions was a
suicide bombing.
The blasts reportedly occurred in the
departures lounge and near the American
Airlines desk. These reports have yet to
be confirmed by an official source.
Just an hour after explosions rocked
the Zaventem airport at least two
bombings were reported at subway
stations in Brussels.
Both the Maalbeek and Schuman
stations have reportedly been hit, leaving
at least 10 dead, bringing the total death
toll in Belgium to between 23-27.

The metro bombings took place just a
few hundred yards away from the seat of
the European Union government.
Travelers are being evacuated and
the airport is now on lockdown. The
Brussels metro system has now been shut
down, leaving thousands of desperate
travelers stranded at the bombed
Zaventem airport.
Witnesses reported that gun shots
were fired prior to the airport bombings,
accompanied by shouting in Arabic…”
(My relatives are Belgians living in
the birthplace of my parents. We have
led many of them to Christ. Praise the
Lord for the prayers of our partners
for our loved ones. Not one was
killed or injured, though four were
at the Brussels airport just before the
attack.)

Brussels attacks: nuclear
officer found dead,
security pass stolen
March 26, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “Belgium is on high alert after
a security officer for a nuclear plant was
found dead with his work pass stolen.

The concerning development, which
occurred on Thursday but was only
reported today by Dernière Heure,
comes after concerns the Brussels
bombers had been plotting to create
a radioactive ‘dirty bomb’ that would
scatter nuclear material in a crowded
public place.
The security officer was reportedly
shot dead as he walked his dog in the
city of Charleroi. Authorities quickly
cancelled his pass.
While the motive for the murder
remains unknown, police are looking
into the theory he was killed to steal his
pass and gain access to a nuclear facility.
Breitbart London reported yesterday
that eleven nuclear workers have had
their security passes revoked amid fears
the Brussels attackers wanted to steal
nuclear material to build a dirty bomb.
Seven workers at the Tihange nuclear
power station had their passes cancelled,
with a further four revoked after being
reviewed by a committee composed of
intelligence and security agencies.
Police discovered hidden camera
footage of a senior nuclear worker while
See Terror In Brussels Continued on Page 2
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they were searching the flat belonging to
the girlfriend of Mohammed Bakkali, a
key figure in both the Brussels and Paris
bombings…” (I want my readers to
know that these Islamic killers were not
Belgian Christians but instead mainly
Moroccan immigrants who settled in
Belgium. At one time France controlled
Morocco and hence the coming of these
Moroccan immigrants to this French
speaking area of Belgium.)

Bakraui brothers may have
planned to blow up Belgium’s
nuclear power plants
March 24, 2016 -- SputnikNews.com
reports: “Belgian police gave testimony
suggesting that a larger attack against
Belgian nuclear power plants may have
been averted by the capture of Salah
Abdeslam, which made other suicide
bombers more frantic in carrying out
their plans.
The brothers Ibrahim and Khalid El
Bakraoui may have aimed to blow up a
nuclear power plant in Brussels, Belgian
newspaper Derniere Heure reported.
According to the newspaper, the police
in December had seized a video shortly
after the attacks in Paris, which showed
that Daesh may have been monitoring
movements of the chief of the Belgian
nuclear program through a hidden camera
outside of his house…” (Look for the
names within this article. They are
mainly French speaking Muslims
killing both Flemish and French
speaking Christians.)

ISIS takes responsibility
for Brussels slaughter
March 22, 2016 -- Israel National
News reports: “Members of the Islamic
State (ISIS) terrorist organization claimed
responsibility for the series of bombings
in Brussels on Tuesday, in which at least
34 victims were murdered and 186 more
were wounded.
ISIS took responsibility for the

bombings through a news website
affiliated with it, as cited by Reuters.
The attack would mark the latest in a
series of high-profile attacks on European
soil by the jihadist group; last November
ISIS launched a series of six coordinated
attacks in Paris which left 130 people
murdered.
Security forces continue to work
to hunt down the suspects involved in
Tuesday’s attacks.
Those attacks included two explosions
in the Zaventem Airport, where at least
14 were murdered and some 90 wounded.
A ceiling in the airport collapsed in the
wake of the explosion, trapping dozens
of travelers and complicating efforts to
recover victims of the attack.
Just an hour after explosions rocked
the airport the Maalbeek metro station in
Brussels was hit by an explosion, leaving
at least 20 murdered and 60 wounded.
The metro bombing took place just a few
hundred yards away from the seat of the
European Union government…” (ISIS is
but one of eleven terrorist organizations
slaughtering believers globally. The
other ten demonically controlled
groups are: Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula; Al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb; Boko Haram; Taliban; AlShabab; Hamas; Hezbollah; Muslim
Brotherhood; Jemaah Islamiah; and
the Uighurs. Revelation 20:4 – 6
prophesied their rise near the time of
Christ’s return: “…I saw thrones, and
they sat upon them, and judgment was
given unto them: and I saw the souls of
them that were beheaded for the witness
of Jesus, and for the word of God, and
which had not worshipped the beast,
neither his image, neither had received
his mark upon their foreheads, or in
their hands; and they lived and reigned
with Christ a thousand years. But the
rest of the dead lived not again until
the thousand years were finished. This
is the first resurrection. Blessed and
holy is he that hath part in the first
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resurrection: on such the second death
hath no power, but they shall be priests
of God and of Christ, and shall reign
with him a thousand years.”)

Sick Jihadi poll mocks Europe,
asking ‘what color will the
Eiffel Tower be next?’
March 25, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
repor ts: “Euphoric Islamic State
supporters rejoicing at news of Tuesday’s
terrorist attacks in Brussels have launched
an online poll asking: ‘Which color will
the Eiffel Tower be next?’ Worryingly,
half of the respondents have opted for
the red, white and blue of Britain’s Union
Jack.
As news broke of the bombings, which
left more than 30 people dead on Tuesday,
Europe erupted into an outpouring of grief
and anguish, with many of the continent’s
monuments lit up in red yellow and black,
the colors of the Belgian national flag.
But making a mockery of Europe’s
grief, jihadi supporters took to social
media and online forums to celebrate
the deaths. It was there that one forum
member took the opportunity to pose the
question: ‘What will be the color of the
Eiffel Tower in the next attacks?’
The United Kingdom came out at the
top of the poll, with half of respondents
saying they wanted to see another attack
on British soil next. Russia and the
United States were also popular options,
the Daily Mail has reported…” (These
Muslim executioners rejoice at the
slaughter of 34 victims and injury of an
additional 300 human beings. Here’s
why these savages rejoiced – Proverbs
14:9 states “Fools make a mock at
sin…” and John 8:44 describes their
leader: “Ye are of your father the devil,
and the lusts of your father ye will do.
He was a murderer from the beginning,
and abode not in the truth, because there
is no truth in him. When he speaketh a
lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a
liar, and the father of it.”)

COMING TO AMERICA?
Top Jihadist claims Brussels,
Paris are terror rehearsals
for ‘big’ attack inside U.S.

March 27, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “The deadly terrorist attacks
in Brussels last week and in Paris last
November are dress rehearsals for a
coming ‘big’ attack inside the United
States, a leading Islamic State-allied
militant claimed in an exclusive interview.
Abu al-Ayna al-Ansari, a Salafist
movement senior official in the Gaza
Strip, made the claim in a pre-recorded,
hour-long interview to air in full on
Sunday on ‘Aaron Klein Investigative
Radio,’ the popular weekend talk radio
program broadcast on New York’s AM
970 The Answer and NewsTalk 990
AM in Philadelphia. Klein doubles as
Breitbart’s senior investigative reporter
and Jerusalem bureau chief.
Klein asked Ansari whether IS
maintains cells inside the U.S. and if the
terrorist group is ‘planning anything in
America.’
Ansari responded:
‘Aaron, the battle with America is a
very long one, a very tough one, a very
hard one. America has a black record with
the mujahedeen, and this black record will
not be purified but with blood, and lots
of blood. Only blood will cleanse what
America did to the mujahedeen. And I
can confirm that our leadership made it
very clear that what happened in Paris,
what happened in Brussels was only a
small rehearsal before the big thing that
will happen in America’…” (Americans
are fearfully awaiting the attacks of
the Satanically controlled Islamists
which President Obama labels as the
“Religion of peace”. What a help
America’s leader has been to these
merchants of death through his cover
up of their dastardly deeds. Since the
time of the Crusades, 300,000,000,
yes three hundred million Jews,
Christians, and other non-Muslims
have died according to Mark Gabriel
a converted Muslim.)

ISIS-tied group posts kill list
of New Jersey transit police

March 30, 2016 -- WND.com reports:
“A group with ties to ISIS, the Caliphate
Cyber Army, hacked into the New Jersey
transit police website and published
personal information on officers and
employees, ultimately pressing terror
supporters to carry out ‘lone wolf’ attacks
against them.
CCA released information on 55
officers in early March, Newsweek
reported.
The published information included
personal details about the officers,
including their home addresses, telephone
numbers, names and ranks, the news
outlet reported…” (Warnings from
God on religious murderers: “I say
unto you my friends, Be not afraid of
them that kill the body, and after that
have no more that they can do. But I
will forewarn you whom ye shall fear:
Fear him, which after he hath killed
hath power to cast into hell; yea, I say
unto you, Fear him.”)

2,000 ‘ticking time bombs’
in U.S. – and counting

April 4, 2016 -- WND.com reports: “…
Experts on Islamic terrorism are calling
the estimated 2,500 to 3,100 mosques in
America ‘ticking time bombs.’
Every state now has at least one.
California and New York lead the way,
each with more than 500 mosques,
followed by Texas with just over 300.
As the number of mosques increase,
so do acts of Islamic terror in the U.S.
FBI Director James Comey told
Congress recently that his agency is
stretched to the limit trying to keep
up with nearly 1,000 active ISIS
investigations in all 50 states, and that
does not include probes tied to al-Qaida,
al-Shabab or other Islamic groups.
While the FBI is able to foil the vast
majority of Islamic terror plots, last year
was particularly bloody with jihadist
shootings in Chattanooga that killed five
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U.S. servicemen and another attack that
took 14 lives at a Christmas party in San
Bernardino.
Jihadist knife attacks at a restaurant in
Columbus, Ohio, and on the campus of
University of California at Merced have
recently injured at least a dozen others,
some critically.
And everyone is jittery after what
happened in Brussels, Belgium, last
month.
Of the thousands of mosques in
America, nearly 80 percent of them
have been opened since the Sept.
11, 2001, terrorist attacks…” (The
terrorist groups are planning global
control. The ‘religion of peace’ will
meet the true God on judgment day
and hear our almighty God say: “Be
not deceived; God is not mocked: for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap” what shall the terrorist reap
and where? – “And in hell he lift up
his eyes, being in torments, and seeth
Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his
bosom. And he cried and said, Father
Abraham, have mercy on me, and send
Lazarus, that he may dip the tip of his
finger in water, and cool my tongue;
for I am tormented in this flame. But
Abraham said, Son, remember that
thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy good
things, and likewise Lazarus evil things:
but now he is comforted, and thou art
tormented. And beside all this, between
us and you there is a great gulf fixed: so
that they which would pass from hence
to you cannot; neither can they pass to
us, that would come from thence. Then
he said, I pray thee therefore, father,
that thou wouldest send him to my
father’s house: For I have five brethren;
that he may testify unto them, lest they
also come into this place of torment.
Abraham saith unto him, They have
Moses and the prophets; let them hear
them” – Luke 16:23 – 29.)

CONTENDING
FOR THE FAITH

John Allen: Global war
on Christianity, ‘200
million daily at risk’ of
assault, torture, death

March 25, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: ‘On Breitbart News Daily, John
L. Allen painted a gruesome picture
of the ordeal of millions of Christians
throughout the world, and the scandalous
ignorance and indifference to their plight
in the West.
One of the world’s leading experts on
Christian persecution and the author of
the 2013 bestseller The Global War on
Christians, Allen spoke with Breitbart
News Executive Chairman and SiriusXM
host Stephen K. Bannon on Thursday,
recounting the rising tide of violence
targeting Christians worldwide.
Allen insisted that the term ‘war’
against Christians is a precise description
of what is going on, not in the sense of
‘a unified command structure’ but in the
massive ‘body count’ and the cohesive
motive of hatred against the Christian
faith.
‘The high-end estimate for the number
of new Christian martyrs every year is
around 100 thousand,’ Allen stated. ‘The
low-end estimate is about 7 or 8 thousand.
Which works out to one casualty either
every five minutes or every hour, of every
day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
If that’s not a war, I’m not sure we’ve
ever seen one.’
The war on Christians is also ‘global,’
Allen argued, with some ‘200 million
Christians in the world today who are
daily at risk of physical assault, arrest,
imprisonment, torture or death.’…” (I,
Dr. Jack Van Impe, ask you to read this
report carefully and then open your
hearts to the Savior’s concerns. Then
take a stand for Him and those for
whom He died. Stand on John 15:16.
See the next six reports.)

Pakistan explosion leaves
many dead at Lahore park

March 27, 2016 -- BBC News reports:
“At least 50 people have been killed and
many others injured in an explosion at
a park in the eastern Pakistani city of
Lahore, officials say.
It happened in the early evening when
the park was crowded with families.
Police told the BBC it appeared to be
a suicide bomb. No group has said it was
behind the blast.
There is speculation that Christian
families out for the Easter weekend may
have been the target, says the BBC’s
Shaimaa Khalil, in Lahore.
All the major hospitals in the area have
been put on an emergency footing, local
media report.
The explosion appears to have been at
the main gate to the Gulshan-e-Iqbal park
in an area where cars are usually left –
and a short distance from the children’s
swings.
Most of the dead and injured are
women and children, a senior local police
officer told Reuters news agency…”

Lahore attack: ‘The target
was Christians’ says Taliban

March 28, 2016 -- ChristianToday.
com reports: “The Taliban faction who
killed at least 70 in Lahore on Sunday
have said their target was Christians.
Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, a faction of the
Pakistani Taliban, claimed responsibility
for the attack late on Sunday night,
and issued a direct challenge to the
government.
‘The target was Christians,’ said a
faction spokesman, Ehsanullah Ehsan.
‘We want to send this message to Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif that we have
entered Lahore.’
The attack hit a busy park in the eastern
city of Lahore, the powerbase of Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif. Most of those
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killed were women and children enjoying
an Easter weekend outing. Pakistan is a
majority-Muslim state but has more than
2 million Christians, making up less than
2 per cent of the population.
It was the deadliest attack in Pakistan
since the December 2014 massacre of 134
school children at a military run academy
in the city of Peshawar that prompted a
big government crackdown on Islamist
militancy…”

Genocide: Christian
population in Iraq drops by
80% in just over a decade

March 31, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “The Christian population in
Iraq has been decimated in a little over
a decade, dropping from 1.4 million in
2003 to just 275,000 today, according to
a report released this month.
The recent joint report, compiled by
the Knights of Columbus and In Defense
of Christians (IDC), tells a horrific
story of a religious and ethnic purge in
the Middle East that has produced the
systematic eradication of Christians from
the territory.
Christianity’s roots in Iraq date back
as far as the first century and yet now
has fallen prey to Islamist militant
groups committed to the extermination
of Christians.
The Chaldean Archbishop of Erbil,
Bashar Warda, has testified that for many
long centuries the Christians of Iraq have
experienced hardships and persecutions
‘but what we have now experienced
are the worst acts of genocide in our
homeland. We are facing the extinction
of Christianity as a religion in Iraq.’
The tactics employed by the Islamic
State to drive away Christians are by
now well known. The report states that
Christians have been subject to ‘repeated
threats of death in the form of a gun to
the head or a sword to the throat.’ They
were also subjected to ‘beatings, choking,
See Faith Continued on Page 5
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threats of rape, and mock executions.
They had their electricity and water
cut off, and were deprived of basic
sanitation.’…”

Stabbed and left for dead by
Islamist radicals: The cost of
being a Christian in Pakistan
March 28, 2016 -- ChristianToday.
com reports: “Ali Husnain was 17 when
he was attacked and stabbed by members
of a fundamentalist Islamic group in his
hometown in Pakistan. A year earlier,
he had converted to Christianity while
visiting an aunt in England, having grown
up in a prominent, wealthy Shia Muslim
family. He’d kept his conversion quiet
for 12 months; he had no Bible to read
and couldn’t go to church, but prayed
relentlessly at night, and says he dreamt
of Jesus many times. It kept him strong
in his faith.
But then Ali talked about sin with some
friends at school, and told them Jesus was
the only who could offer true forgiveness.
One of them told their father, a member
of an Islamist group, and the next day
Ali was attacked outside the school gates
and left to die on the side of the road. ‘I
remember being thrown to the ground
and a man with a beard said: ‘You tried
to evangelize our children, now I’m going
to kill you and you’ll go to hell’,’ he told
Christian Today. ‘Then he stabbed me,
and I fell unconscious’…”

April 3, 2016 -- Breitbart.com reports:
“It’s one of the oldest degrees on offer

in the world, but from next September
undergraduate theology students at
Oxford University will no longer have
to study Christianity beyond the first
year of their degree. Instead they will be
able to focus on ‘Feminist Approaches’
or ‘Buddhism in Space and Time,’ should
they so choose.
The university says it is making the
change in response to demand from
students and tutors, who are increasingly
interested in religions and theologies
other than Christianity. Students will still
have to study The Bible and the figure of
Jesus in their first year, but in their second
and third years will be free to completely
avoid exploration of the Christian faith
altogether, if they want to.
Instead they will be able to opt for
courses such as ‘Islam in the Classical
Period’, ‘Mysticism’ and ‘Feminist
Approaches to Theology and Religion’.
First year students will also be able to
avoid learning classical Hebrew, Greek
or Latin and will instead be able to study
Qur’anic Arabic or Pali, a language native
to the Indian subcontinent in which many
early Buddhist texts are written.
‘We recognize that the people who
come to study at Oxford come from a
variety of different backgrounds and
have legitimately different interests,’
Johannes Zachhuber, board chairman
of the theology faculty told the Times
Higher Education magazine…”

others, dismiss the possibility that ISIS
could make even a crude nuclear bomb.
But Matthew Bunn, the co-principal
investigator at the Project on Managing
the Atom at Harvard’s Belfer Center, says
that the threat is quite real.
Belgium has seen numerous suspicious
events related to nuclear material and
facilities. In August 2014, a worker at the
Doel-4 nuclear power reactor opened a
valve and drained a turbine of lubricant.

The valve wasn’t near any nuclear
material, but the act caused at least $100
million in damage and perhaps twice that.
Later, Belgian authorities discovered that
a man named Ilyass Boughalab had left
his job at Doel-4 to join the Islamic State
in Syria. (His last background check was
2009.)
In November, shortly after the Paris
attacks, Belgian authorities arrested a
man named Mohammed Bakkali and

ISIS claims killing of
Christian in Bangladesh
as a ‘lesson to others’

March 23, 2016 -- ChristianToday.
com reports: “Islamic State has claimed
responsibility for stabbing a Christian to
death in Bangladesh.
The group said Hussein Ali was killed
as a ‘lesson to others’, an online group
that monitors extremist activity said.
Three attackers approached the
68-year-old on a motorbike while he
was taking his regular morning walk in
the town of Kurigram and then stabbed
him in the neck. He had been aware
of the dangers he faced, once telling a
member of staff from Redcliffe College in
Gloucester: ‘They don’t know anything,
they don’t understand, forgive them.’ He
prayed that God would ‘place me under
Your control’.
Bangladesh has seen a surge in Islamist
violence in which liberal activists,
members of minority Muslim sects and
other religious groups have been targeted.
According to the U.S.-based SITE
Intelligence Group, Islamic State said
on Twitter that a ‘security detachment’
killed the ‘preacher’ to be a ‘lesson to
others’…

Oxford theology
students can now avoid
studying Christianity

THE GROWING
NUCLEAR THREAT

A nuclear-armed ISIS? It’s not
that far-fetched, expert says

March 30, 2016 -- Defense One
reports: “The murder of a security guard
at a Belgian nuclear facility just two days
after the Brussels attacks, coupled with
evidence that Islamic State operatives
had been watching researchers there, has
re-ignited fears about ISIS and nuclear
terrorism. Some experts, including
ones cited by the New York Times and
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discovered that he had video surveillance
footage of an expert at Belgian’s SCKCEN nuclear research facility in Mol. It
now seems that the footage was collected
by Ibrahim and Khalid el-Bakraoui, two
of the suicide bombers in the recent
Brussels attacks.
Then on March 24, a guard was found
shot at Belgium’s national radioactive
elements institute at Fleurus. A Belgian
prosecutor declared the death unrelated
to terrorism and denied reports that the
guard’s security pass had been stolen
and hastily de-activated…” (The above
headline is being planned between 2016
and 2017. God help and bless America.
I am dogmatic when I state this global
shaking event could occur as predicted
through nuclear weapons. I also believe
this world shaking event would take the
lives of millions. Revelation 9: 14 – 18 is
the prophecy describing Armageddon:
“…Loose the four angels which are
bound in the great river Euphrates. And
the four angels were loosed, which were
prepared for an hour, and a day, and a
month, and a year, for to slay the third
part of men. And the number of the
army of the horsemen were two hundred
thousand thousand: and I heard the
number of them. And thus I saw the
horses in the vision, and them that sat
on them, having breastplates of fire,
and of jacinth, and brimstone: and the
heads of the horses were as the heads
of lions; and out of their mouths issued
fire and smoke and brimstone. By these
three was the third part of men killed,
by the fire, and by the smoke, and by
the brimstone, which issued out of
their mouths.” The good news is that
I dogmatically believe that this battle

is fought after the Rapture: “Because
thou hast kept the word of my patience,
I also will keep thee from the hour of
temptation, which shall come upon all
the world, to try them that dwell upon
the earth” – Revelation 3:10; “…I
looked, and, behold, a door was opened
in heaven: and the first voice which I
heard was as it were of a trumpet talking
with me; which said, Come up hither,
and I will shew thee things which must
be hereafter” – Revelation 4:1; “…the
Lord himself shall descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the
archangel, and with the trump of God:
and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
Then we which are alive and remain
shall be caught up together with them in
the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air:
and so shall we ever be with the Lord”
– I Thessalonians 4:16 – 18. Rest upon
God’s Word: “Looking for that blessed
hope, and the glorious appearing of
the great God and our Saviour Jesus
Christ” – Titus 2:13. See the next six
reports.)

March 28, 2016 -- SpaceDaily.com
reports: “The world needs to do more
to prevent ‘nuclear terrorism’, the head
of the UN atomic watchdog has warned
ahead of an important summit and in the
wake of the Brussels terror attacks.
‘Terrorism is spreading and the
possibility of using nuclear material
cannot be excluded,’ International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) chief
Yukiya Amano told AFP in an interview
late Thursday.
‘Member states need to have sustained

March 31, 2016 -- SpaceDaily.com
reports: “The specter of the Islamic State
group obtaining a ‘dirty bomb’ will loom
over a top-level nuclear security summit
hosted by President Barack Obama in
Washington on Thursday and Friday.
Obama welcomes several leaders
from countries as diverse as China and
Nigeria, as well as representatives from
nearly 50 other nations, for the summit
aimed at elevating the problem of shaky
safeguards from the desks of technocrats
to the highest corridors of power.
The meeting comes just days after 32
people were killed and 340 were injured
in bombings at Brussels airport and the
Belgian capital’s metro.
The attacks featured conventional
explosives, but two of the suicide bombers
— Ibrahim and Khalid El Bakraoui —
have been linked to possible efforts by the
Islamic State (IS) group to secure fissile
material.
Late last year, Belgian police
investigating the November 13 Paris
terror attacks found 10 hours of video
surveillance detailing the comings
and goings of a senior Belgian nuclear
official…”

North Korea nukecapable missiles ‘can
reach U.S. mainland’

expert on the Far East says North Korean
missile tests and their detention of an
American college student ought to be very
concerning to the Obama administration
and other world leaders.
In recent days, North Korea test-fired
numerous ballistic missiles in a manner

designed to menace its neighbors and also
sentenced University of Virginia student
Otto Warmbier to 15 years of hard labor
for tearing down a poster of the late Kim
Jong-Il inside a North Korean hotel.
The missile tests followed a statement
from Dictator Kim Jong-Un that he

UN atomic chief warns
on ‘nuclear terrorism’

interest in strengthening nuclear security,’
he said. ‘The countries which do not
recognize the danger of nuclear terrorism
is the biggest problem.’
Amano’s comments came before
a summit of around 50 leaders in
Washington on March 31 and April 1
on ensuring that nuclear material in the
worlds roughly 1,000 atomic facilities
are secured…”

Islamic State threat raises
stakes for U.S. nuclear summit

THE KINGS OF
THE EAST

March 27, 2016 -- WND.com reports:
“With the world focused on a major
terrorist attack in Belgium and the
intensifying presidential race, a renowned
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wanted the military to have nuclear
weapons ready for use ‘at any time.’
Columnist and author Gordon Chang
has studied China and North Korea up
close for years and is author of ‘Nuclear
Showdown: North Korea Takes on the
World.’ He says the communist regime
has reasons for doing what it’s doing.
‘North Korea will continue to test short
and intermediate-range missiles,’ Chang
told WND and Radio America. ‘They
want to show their customers that these
things work. Also, they want to rattle the
international community.’
But he said the U.S. had better be
paying attention, too.
‘What we’re concerned about, however,
is their testing of long-range missiles,’
Chang said. ‘They do have two launchers
that can reach 48 states. Therefore, we’ve
got to be concerned because, eventually,
if not now, they’ll be able to put nuclear
warheads on those missiles and, therefore,
threaten America.’…”

North Korean propaganda
video depicts nuclear
strike on Washington

March 26, 2016 -- The New York
Times reports: “North Korea released
a propaganda video on Saturday that
depicts a nuclear strike on Washington,
along with a warning to ‘American
imperialists’ not to provoke the North.
The four-minute video clip, titled ‘Last
Chance,’ uses computer animation to
show what looks like an intercontinental
ballistic missile f lying through the
earth’s atmosphere before slamming into
Washington, near what appears to be the

Lincoln Memorial. A nuclear explosion
follows.
‘If the American imperialists provoke
us a bit, we will not hesitate to slap them
with a pre-emptive nuclear strike,’ read
the Korean subtitles in the video, which
was uploaded to the YouTube channel of
D.P.R.K. Today, a North Korean website.
‘The United States must choose! It’s up to
you whether the nation called the United
States exists on this planet or not.’…”

South Korea and American
allies face ‘miserable
end’, says North Korea

March 30, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “North Korea has once again
asserted that it will use its nuclear
weapons arsenal against the United
States. Unlike previous statements,
however, a note from the rogue state’s
foreign minister on Monday insisted that
North Korea is fully equipped and ready
to use a nuclear weapon on the United
States, not just willing to do so.
Foreign Minister Lee Su-yong insisted
in a statement Monday that Pyongyang
would not hesitate to use their nuclear
weapons against America, and they
now no longer needed to wait for their
scientists to build the weapons necessary
for such an attack. ‘In response to the
U.S. frenzied hysteria for unleashing a
nuclear war, we have fully transferred our
army from the form of military response
to the form of delivering a pre-emptive
strike and we state resolutely about the
readiness to deliver a pre-emptive nuclear
strike,’ he said, adding that North Korea
‘faces the dilemma: a thermonuclear war
or peace.’…”

March 24, 2016 -- SpaceDaily.
com reports: “North Korea threatened
a ‘miserable end’ for South Korea’s
president and her American allies on
Wednesday, in its latest colorfully worded
attack.
Pyongyang declared it would wage
a ‘retaliatory battle of justice’ against
Park Geun-Hye, with its artillery units
standing ready to turn her office into a
‘sea of flames and ashes’.
‘What the DPRK warns is not hot air.
It will be clearly proved by the miserable
end the U.S. and the Park group will meet
while going reckless,’ said the Committee
for the Peaceful Reunification of Korea
(CPRK), using the formal name for North
Korea.
The latest volley comes as Seoul and
ally Washington stage their annual Key
Resolve and Foal Eagle military drills,
which this year are the largest ever, in the
wake of a recent North Korean nuclear
test and long-range rocket launch.
The massive drills — which include
air strike exercises targeting key
facilities in the North — are a ‘thricecursed provocation’ against Pyongyang’s
leadership, the CPRK said, according to
the KCNA news agency.
Seoul urged the North to stop ‘base
and vulgar’ threats and warned of a
‘relentless retaliation’ against any future
provocations…”

militant claimed in an exclusive interview.
Abu al-Ayna al-Ansari, a Salafist
movement senior official in the Gaza
Strip, made the claim in a pre-recorded,
hour-long interview to air in full on
Sunday on ‘Aaron Klein Investigative
Radio,’ the popular weekend talk radio
program broadcast on New York’s AM
970 The Answer and NewsTalk 990

AM in Philadelphia. Klein doubles as
Breitbart’s senior investigative reporter
and Jerusalem bureau chief.
Ansari is a well-known Gazan Salafist
jihadist allied with Islamic State ideology.
During the interview with Klein, Ansari
seemed to be speaking as an actual IS
member, repeatedly using the pronoun
‘we’ when referring to IS and even

North Korea: We are
ready for ‘pre-emptive
nuclear strike’ on U.S.

ISIS THREAT
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Top jihadist claims Islamic
State has agents working
in western airports

March 26, 2016 -- Breitbart.com
reports: “The Islamic State has agents
working in western airports, metro
stations and ‘very sensitive facilities in
the world,’ a leading Islamic State-allied
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seemingly making declarations on behalf
of IS.
IS has been reluctant to officially
declare its presence in Gaza for fear
of a Hamas clampdown, but the group
is known to be active in the coastal
enclave and Ansari is a suspected IS
leader. IS-aligned militants have taken
responsibility for recent rocket fire from
Gaza aimed at Israel.
Ansari claimed IS infiltration of
western transportation systems…” (ISIS
claims to be in all 50 American states,
all of Canada, and most of Europe.
However, ISIS is but one of eleven
terrorist organizations planning global
control in the near future. The other
groups are: Al-Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula; Al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb; Boko Haram; Taliban; AlShabab; Hamas; Hezbollah; Muslim
Brotherhood; Jemaah Islamiah; and
the Uighurs. See the next report for
more death and destruction.)

ISIS supporters release video
with exploding Eiffel Tower

March 26, 2016 -- PJMedia.com
reports: “A new video posted online by
ISIS supporters shows the Eiffel Tower
exploding and crashing to the ground in
stylized, video game animation.
The video begins with a river of blood
pooling and dripping off a wooden table
filled with stacks of American money,
guns, knives and bullets.
It’s ripped from a video game, as
betrayed by the name of a video game
designer with a U.S. company carved in
the wood of the animated table.
The video is titled ‘A message to the
Western Kafir [Disbelievers] from the
Supporters of the Caliphate.’ It’s narrated
in English and subtitled in Arabic, and
was posted on YouTube and other filesharing sites…”

ISIS cell planned to bomb
security forces in Jerusalem

March 29, 2016 -- Israel National
News reports: “Charges were filed today
(Monday) at Jerusalem District Court
against two residents of Tzur Baher in
eastern Jerusalem who planned a terror
attack on behalf of the so-called Islamic
State (ISIS).

According to the charges against them,
Muasab Alian, 23, and Samir Abed
Rabo, 38, had planned to carry out a car
bombing attack against security forces
in Jerusalem.
Both were charged with conspiracy to
aid the enemy in wartime. In addition,
Alian was indicted on charges of
membership in and activity on behalf of
an illegal organization, membership in a
terrorist organization, providing support
to a terrorist organization and attempting
to leave the country illegally.
Abed Rabo was also charged with
supporting a terrorist organization and
making contact with a foreign agent…”
(The above headline is very dangerous
and possible. Hamas and Hezbollah,
two radical death dealing anti-Semitic
Jew hating Muslims look ahead joyfully
for the hour of Israel’s destruction.
It will never happen. Attempted yes,
destroyed never. In Isaiah 56:5 God
states that He will give Israel an
everlasting name. Thank you Lord.
See the next report.)

Radical sheikh: This land will
vomit Israeli ‘occupation’

April 4,2016 -- Israel National News
reports: “The Middle East Media Research
Institute (MEMRI) has translated and
released a video of radical Sheikh Raed
Salah delivering an inciting speech late
last month.
In the sermon, delivered on March 25
in Jatt, Salah, who heads the northern
branch of the Islamic Movement in Israel
which was recently outlawed, called for
‘jihad’ and promised the audience that
‘the Israeli occupation’ will vanish just
like the Roman and Persian empires and
British and French colonialism.
‘Jihad is worthless without a struggle.
This land is a blessed land, a land
of ribat, a land of Jihad, hence, it is a
land of struggle between its people and
any invaders coveting it. We are the
land’s people, and others who covet it
are invaders,’ said Salah. ‘They may
be colonialists, occupiers, corrupters,
oppressors, or villains, but we are [part
of] this land. Others who covet it have
declared war against this land and against
us. May Allah fight them. This is a very
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important point, my brothers. If this land
is a blessed land of ribat and Jihad, then
it is a land of struggle. Note how many
[nations] coveted this land, and Allah be
praised, they have vanished.’
Salah continued, ‘The Roman Empire
flexed its muscles here at one point, but
it has vanished. Then the Persian Empire
flexed its muscles, and it has vanished as
well. Then along came the Crusaders, but
they have vanished too. The Tatars came
and vanished. British colonialism came
and vanished. French colonialism came
and vanished. The Israeli occupation will
also vanish. ‘There is no doubt about
it.’…”

ISIS claims bomb
attack in Russia
March 30, 2016 -- ChristianToday.
com reports: “Islamic State has claimed
responsibility for an attack in Russia on
Tuesday night.
Two vehicles were blown up by an
explosive device in the Dagestan region.
It is not yet clear how many are dead.
Russian police said one officer was
killed and two injured, whereas an ISISaffiliated news channel said the death
toll stood at 10.
‘Two cars were blown up, the type of
explosive device has not been established
yet,’ Fatina Ubaidatova, a spokeswoman
for the Dagestani police, told Reuters.
The Amaq news agency, which supports
ISIS, posted a statement online saying
its local affiliate was behind the attack.
ISIS has in the past said it was behind
violent attacks on security forces in the
North Caucasus, the volatile mainly
Muslim part of Russia where Dagestan is
located. Critics of the Kremlin have said
widespread poverty and corruption have
fed religious extremism in the region. A
number of militants in Dagestan have
sworn allegiance to ISIS…” (Russia
is the leader of the anti-Semitic,
Jew hating global force including
communist China and most Muslim
nations. It’s called Armageddon –
Revelation 16:16; and World War III.
The above headline will be attempted,
but fail.)

